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7. support the hacker's ark developersthe
aforementioned cfp aci was published in late
december 2009, and i am now busy compiling
a list of my favourite games using the aci,
along with editors/acis that don't use the aci.
building from source is a lot of fun and gives
you a full knowledge about how it works and
what might be the cause of problems. even if
you don't build from source, it's still fun to
check and compare things with other builds of
mame. once you have a running game, you
can also hack the game and change things
such as the control table, instrument volume
and midi controls. this can be quite frustrating
at times as some games are very hard to
hack. for example, when we get the games,
the songs of some songs are broken! also,
some games don't have any songs and the
songs the games do have are in an unknown
format. other games can't be hacked due to
limited ram. in some games, the real game is
used as a cover art. for instance, when playing
"ufo" the real cover art was replaced by a
donkey's tail. when you close the emulator
while a game is running, it will usually crash.
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sometimes the only way to exit a game is to
switch it off by holding d-pad4, which is the
"exit" button for this game. when you start the
game up again, it should automatically start
where it last was. note that the "hot-key" you
press for this has changed with mame
0.37b16. you can now save the game by
holding down d-pad6 on the title screen. for
some games, when you exit the game, the s-
rst menu will appear and you have to start the
game up again. this happens with games
where your game settings are saved. you
might want to save your game settings before
playing, and this can be done from the system
menu. note that on mame 0.37b16, this is
disabled in the system menu for security
reasons. also, when exiting mame 0.37b16,
the hdd led will blink.
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7. you now have to switch to xinput mode. use
the following settings. (the default start
settings are start1 for tap and start2 for

xinput.) start1: x1 (or start2: x2)shift: 0 ( or
1)sensitivity: 10 ( or 5)fallback: 0 ( or 1)xinput

refresh: 0 ( or 1) yup: 1 ( or 0) yin: 0 ( or 1)
yout: 0 ( or 1) 4. configure mame to run the i-

pac ultimate. there are many methods for
doing this. the easiest way is to use winipac.

however, because of its in-depth configuration
options, and the fact that i know absolutely
nothing about it, i preferred to create a shell

script that runs mame like this:
/home/torque/runtimes/b16/b16.sh. the bin file
in the scripts folder includes shell commands
for running mame with the i-pac ultimate, but
you will need to download the i-pac ultimate

binaries (ipacpro.bin and ipaccluster.bin) from
the downloads tab. in addition, you can

download winipac binaries from the downloads
tab. note that the first argument is the

software you are running which will use the i-
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pac ultimate. the second argument is the
directory where the roms are located. it is

desirable to place the program at a location
where mame can find it, such as

/home/user/bin on a target system. the third
argument is the directory with the sample

roms. once the i-pac ultimate has been
configured, you can select a game and play it.
the game will either start or it will be listed if it
didn't already start. if it starts, click on the ok
button on the i-pac utility, once the game has

loaded successfully. the game will then
automatically start. if the game does not start,

it needs to be copied to the mame game
directory. the directory where mame was

installed is usually /mame/roms or
/mame/roms/mame-0.37b16-r0. the sbs_roms

subfolder will appear in the mame game
directory, containing all of the roms for the

game. 5ec8ef588b
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